For the last several decades the predominant architectural style for the implementation of data-centric applications has had a relational database at the core, procedural code implementing the application services and an object-oriented API. More recently the API has transitioned, via a slight detour through SOAP-based web services, to a RESTful style, however what lies beneath that interface has been slower to take a new approach. In this paper we argue that upgrading that which is under the covers to an XML-centric technology stack will result in a system that is easier to build, test and maintain. Further, these technologies are a step toward making construction of such systems available to nonprogrammers. We present an XML RESTful Services framework that provides mechanisms to address all of the key aspects of systems built in the RESTful architectural style.
INTRODUCTION
The term XRX [10] , stands for XForms [2] on the client, RESTful services and XQuery [1] on the server. At its core it is a design approach that uses XML as the model for the application entities, and other XML technologies, specifically XForms and XQuery, for the application UI and for interface to the persistence layer, respectively. At the extreme, XRX is a no-transformation approach where there is no difference between the logical model for entities and the physical one; that is, the resource representations are persisted in exactly that form in the database. While our work has been inspired by XRX, we do not take such an extreme position, rather, we expect that there will be differences between the physical model and the logical one. These transformations are often necessary to provide a variety of projections (though the RESTful services) of the underlying data, to support more than one media type, or to allow the physical format to be optimized for performance or other run-time characteristics. In our work we have focused on the RESTful services and the server implementation with little attention given to the XForms or other consumer-side user interface.
We have produced a framework that allows a developer to create a set of resource-oriented services with most of the implementation achieved using XML-based technologies. We have found these technologies to be very effective at addressing many requirements specific to RESTful services. Content negotiation is straight-forward via a declarative programming model.
Resource hyperlinks are generated via the same declarative approach. Common patterns for resource operations are effectively captured and processing of composite resources is done via an XML pipelining model. We have used the framework to build several systems, including an IHE-compliant registry [15] for medical records, and have found that taken collectively, these XML technologies provide a solid platform with which REST architectural concerns are effectively addressed. Figure 1 shows the main elements of a RESTful service implementation using our framework. Resources are defined as Java classes, with methods corresponding to the operations of the uniform interface; we leverage web services frameworks such as Spring MVC or those that support the Jax-RS standard [6] , such as Apache CXF [14] for the runtime interpretation of these resource classes. Instead of crafting the implementation of the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. WS-REST 2011, March 2011, Hyderabad, India. Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0623-2/11/03…$5.00. service in Java, however, we leverage XProc [12] , XQuery and XSLT [9] , and for data persistence we use an XML database. Finally, we leverage the core Spring Framework [8] as the mechanism whereby the developer binds each of the implementation artifacts together.
Figure 1 -XML-Centric Services Implementation
We chose to embrace a Java-based framework for the top layer of the RESTful services implementation for several reasons. First, these frameworks provide a robust implementation of a good portion of the elements of a RESTful services implementation, including a server-side HTTP implementation plus support for URI templates, uniform interface and content negotiation. Second, the models offered by these frameworks are already widely embraced by the developer community. Finally, the Spring Framework provides a Java-centric platform, also widely adopted, for binding the pieces of an implementation together, via approaches such as dependency injection and Model View Controller (MVC) [7] support. You will note, however, that because the actual services implementation is pushed into the XML technologies stack that the method implementations are rather boilerplate. This leaves open the possibility that the Java code could be generated from an expressed model of the RESTful services, such as might be offered with the Web Application Description Language (WADL) [5] .
Of course, the pieces of the implementation must execute within the context of the service invocation, which is introduced into the system at this Java layer. Context parameters, such as the URL of the resource, HTTP headers and the body are passed to the XProc pipeline and, in turn, they are passed down to the steps within the pipeline.
After contrasting the traditional, Java-based implementation approach to the XML-centric approach proposed through this research, we will present details of how each element of the RESTful services implementation is built with special coverage given to the topic of Hypertext As The Engine Of Application State, HATEOAS [3] . After summarizing the steps taken when using the framework to implement RESTful services, we conclude by reviewing how needs particular to RESTful services are addressed with the framework.
CONTRASTING TWO APPROACHES
In order to motivate the development of the XML REST Framework, we briefly review what goes into an application constructed in a traditional style and contrast that to an XRX-style approach.
Traditional Approach
Let us consider what happens in satisfying service a request to a RESTful service implemented predominantly in Java, using a relational database for persistence and CXF, Jersey or Spring MVC for the interface layer.
The request is received by a servlet which inspects the URI, the operation (if over HTTP, the HTTP verb) and the media type, and using the process defined in a specification such as Jax-RS, selects the appropriate Java POJO and method to invoke. Based on the signature of that method the body of the service request will be unmarshalled into the appropriate Java object. The implementation will issue a SQL query that returns a result set, from which another Java object is created for the resource being requested. This Java object is then marshaled and that is returned as the resource representation.
Assuming the first media type implemented was application/xml, if the developer now wishes to provide support for a second media type, say, application/atom+xml, the Java implementation of that method must now include code that takes the result set from the SQL query and generates an Abdera Feed Object, for example, which is then marshaled to XML by Abdera [13] .
As you can see, a very simple service implementation has a complex set of transformations that must be performed; transformations that are not concerned with the details of the specific domain for which the services are being built, yet they require a great deal of work to construct, test and maintain. We call these non-value-added transformations.
XRX-Style Approach
To contrast the above to the implementation approach offered by our framework, let us again consider the flow through a services implementation. Because we are using the same framework for the outermost layer of the RESTful service, that flow begins just as it did above.
A received request is inspected and the appropriate POJO and method is identified. The method signature allows any incoming request body to flow into the method in the form received by the servlet (probably an input stream) so no transformation is needed. Within the Java method the XProc pipeline is executed, passing in any request body. The XProc pipeline may implement a transformation that converts the logical resource representation into a physical one, although in many cases the necessary transformations are simple and may be handled as a part of the XQuery. The XQuery is executed to read and/or write data to the persistence layer, an XML database (no XML to relational transformation!), and the query result may be transformed from the physical representation to the logical one. The XML response from the XProc pipeline is returned to the Java method and in turn returned as the resource representation.
When we wish to add support for a second media type, we need only supply an alternate stylesheet for the transformation between logical and physical models and configure the same XProc pipeline with the new stylesheet.
In the purest sense an XRX-style implementation is transformation free; that is, there is no difference between the logical and the physical model. Taking this approach would seem to offer a great advantage in terms of the simplification of the implementation, however, in most real-world scenarios this would have some negative effects such as poor performance or tight coupling between the service implementation and the client. When supporting multiple media types, transformations are simply unavoidable. So even with the XRX-style approach transformation are necessary, however, they address a domainspecific need and are arguably more easily constructed and configured.
We will now drill into the details of how RESTful services are constructed using the XML REST Framework.
RESOURCE IMPLEMENTATIONS
As mentioned above, the framework leverages either Spring MVC or CXF for the outmost layer of the RESTful service. As such, a Java class is created for each resource and methods are created for the supported uniform interface operations supported; the classes and methods are appropriately annotated. Each method has associated with it an XProc pipeline that implements the required service semantics, and bound to that XProc pipeline is an XQuery that maps between the logical model (the resource model of the RESTful service) and the physical model (the database structure). In Figure 2 the logical model is depicted in the table on the left and the physical model in the diagram on the right. The arrows represent the XQueries that map the resource and operation on the left to the physical representation on the right.
Figure 2 -Logical to Physical Mapping via XQuery
Before drilling into the details of how the pipeline works, let us look at an issue that arises in the design of resource oriented services. When designing a RESTful service the first two tasks are to identify the resources and decide which uniform operations are supported on those resources. If you find that there are resources that require operations outside of those defined in the uniform interface (i.e. if HTTP is the basis of our uniform interface then we are referencing GET, PUT, DELETE, PATCH and POST) this is often an indication that the resource model must be further factored. What results is a relatively granular resource model, and that may then pose another challenge -how to create "compound resources" where the pieces have the necessary consistencies between one another. For example, a patient medical records system may define individual resources for folders, documents and associations, but may need to support the creation of a "submission set" which is a collection of documents, folders and associations that must be written in an all-or-nothing fashion. Any attempts to coerce multiple RESTful service requests into a single unit results in a stateful interface that is ill suited for distributed applications; it is no longer RESTful. Instead, we again refactor the resource model and offer coarser grained resources that allow a single request to produce multiple finer grained resources as a result.
Creation of such a compound resource will likely require several interactions with the XML database 1 to complete, yet the set of such interactions must be treated atomically. Sophisticated XProc engines will do this work on behalf of the developer, allowing for the execution of a complex pipeline, one that issues several XQueries, for example, within the bounds of a single transaction. This is one of the reasons that we chose XProc as the services implementation vehicle in our framework.
An XProc pipeline is parameterized with XML and string inputs and produces any number of XML outputs. The following shows the parameter definition portion of an XProc pipeline for resource creation (that is, this is executed with a POST to a resource collection). The pipeline takes as input 1) the URI for the XQuery script that will be executed within the pipeline, 2) the URI for the XSLT stylesheet that will be applied in another step, 3) stylesheet parameters which will hold some of the runtime context for this service invocation and 4) a representation of the resource to be created. As we will see shortly, values for some of the input parameters are set at design time and others are set at run time. Three outputs will carry 1) the resource representation, 2) headers values that are to be reflected in the service response, such as the URI of the newly created resource (the location header) and 3) any errors found during the pipeline processing. The framework maps these outputs to the RESTful service response.
<p:declare-step name="main" xmlns:p="http://www.w3.org/ns/xproc" xmlns:c="http://www.w3.org/ns/xproc-step" version="1.0"> <p:input port='xqueryscript' /> <p:input port='stylesheet'/> <p:input port='stylesheetParameters' kind='parameter'/> <p:input port='source'/> <p:output port='resource' primary='true'/> <p:output port='headers'/> <p:output port='error'/> ...
</p:declare-step>
It is often the case that the implementation of a resource operation is very similar from one resource to another. For example, the steps involved in retrieving a prescription from a patient's medical record are virtually identical to the steps for retrieving an event from an individual's calendar; an XQuery is issued against the database and the result is augmented with hyperlinks through the application of an XSLT stylesheet. What differs across these two implementations are the details of the XQuery and the XSLT stylesheet. The XML REST Framework accounts for this by allowing inputs into the XProc pipeline, in this case the XQuery and the XSLT stylesheet, to be bound at design time, in the Spring configuration file.
The following excerpt from a Spring configuration file shows those XQueries and XSLTs being injected into the XProc pipeline associated with the POST on a patients collection (adding a new patient resource).
<bean id="addPatientXMLProcessingContext" class="com.emc.cto.xproc. XProcXMLProcessingContext"> <property name="xprocPool" ref="xprocPool" /> <property name="pipelineSource"> <value> classpath:resourceCreate.xpl </value> </property> <property name="inputs"> <map> <entry key="xqueryscript" value="classpath:addPatient.xq"/> <entry key="stylesheet" value="classpath:linksPat.xslt"/> </map> </property> <property name="options">< map/></property> <property name="parameters"><map/></property> </bean> Additional parameters to the XProc pipeline are set at design time, offering the means for the request context to affect the resource implementation. These parameters are set in the Java method prior to invocation of the XProc pipeline. These runtime parameter values must often be carried down into the XQueries and XSLT stylesheets included in the XML processing and the XProc language provides sufficient facility to do so. For example, when generating hyperlinks in a resource representation the base URL is required to generate absolute URLs. That base URL is a run time parameter that is supplied to the pipeline in the Java method and passed through to the XSLT pipeline step. The following is the XProc step that inserts hyperlinks into the response received from the execution of the XQuery. The values passed to the XQuery step are 1) the representation of the newly created resource; this value is obtained from the result of the XQuery step, 2) the XSLT stylesheet; this value is taken from the main pipeline where it was set at design time via Spring configuration and 3) the stylesheet parameters; this value is taken from the main pipeline where it was set at run time in the Java method.
<!--insert hyperlinks --> <p:xslt name="xslt"> <p:input port='source'> <p:pipe step='xquery' port='result'/> </p:input> <p:input port='stylesheet'> <p:pipe step='main' port='stylesheet'/> </p:input> <p:input port='parameters'> <p:pipe step='main' port='stylesheetParameters'/> </p:input> </p:xslt> Finally, the results of executing the XProc pipeline must be used to generate the service response. XProc pipelines may return any number of XML responses, however in the XML REST Framework we specify a format that includes resource representations, error responses and header values (such as the location header in resource creates). The framework includes response writers for XProc PipelineOutput objects of this form, allowing the services developer to simply return the PipelineOutput from their Java method and the framework will generate the appropriate response. 
HATEOAS
A key principle of the REST architectural style, one that is just as important as resource addressability, uniform interface and media types, is Hypertext As The Engine Of Application State (HATEOAS) and no REST framework is complete without support. In our framework we provide that support via XSLT transformation. Each resource type will have an XSLT stylesheet associated with it that defines the hyperlinks to be inserted into the representation (see figure 4) .The pipeline for a particular operation will have the appropriate XSLT configured in, likely at design time in the Spring configuration file.
Figure 4 -XSLT Transformation for Each Resource Representation
XSLT is well suited to the task of hyperlink insertion because it has a mechanism for defining insertion points, as well as a mechanism for expressing the hyperlink construction rules. The former is achieved with an xsl:template and the latter, with xslt expressions, or when necessary, full XSLT support. An xsl:template is defined with a match pattern for the resource element into which hyperlinks are to be inserted, and then that xsl:template simply lists the hyperlinks with rel, href and other attributes. This stylesheet includes another that defines a simple recursive template that traverses the resource representation in search of those defined insertion points.
Carrying on with the example from this section, before hyperlink insertion, the application entity for a list of patients, one that would be generated in the servicing of a GET request against the Patients resource, might look like the following: The following XSLT inserts Atom [11] link elements into this XML, generating a representation that is hyperlink rich. Note that because the Atom standard already defines a complete representation for links, we advocate the use of the atom:link element even when resource representations are not full Atom entries. Links are inserted both at the level of the patient list as well as within each individual patient representation -this is accomplished by defining one xsl:template for the Patients element and defining another xsl:template for the Patient element. Only a single link is inserted at the list level, with an href value equal to the baseURL that was passed from the HttpServlet context in the Java method, through the XProc pipeline and down into the XSLT. The Patient element has a self link inserted, with an href value equal to the concatenation of the base URL and the newly generated patient id. Several other links are also inserted at that level.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <xsl:stylesheet version="2.0" ...
[snip]namespace declarations[snip]> <xsl:import href="classpath:insertHyperlinks.xslt"/> <xsl:output method="xml" version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" indent="yes"/> <!--input parameter --> <xsl:param name="baseURL"/> <!--hyperlinks for Patients collection --> <xsl:template match="p:Patients" mode="inserthere"> <atom:link rel="self"> <xsl:attribute name="href"> <xsl:value-of select="$baseURL"/> </xsl:attribute> </atom:link> </xsl:template> <!--hyperlinks for individual Patient entry --> <xsl:template match="p:Patient" mode="inserthere"> <atom:link rel="self"> <xsl:attribute name="href"> <xsl:value-of select="concat($baseURL,'/', p:pid)"/> </xsl:attribute> </atom:link> <atom:link rel="prescriptions"> <xsl:attribute name="href"> <xsl:value-of select="concat($baseURL,'/', p:pid,'/activeprescriptions')"/> </xsl:attribute> </atom:link> <atom:link rel="episodes"> <xsl:attribute name="href"> <xsl:value-of select="concat($baseURL,'/', p:pid,'/careepisodes')"/> </xsl:attribute> </atom:link> </xsl:template> </xsl:stylesheet> Because this "code" is very close in form to the hyperlinks that will appear in the representation, we have found this programming model for hyperlink insertion to be very intuitive and even accessible to non-XSLT-experts.
IMPLEMENTATION STEPS
The following steps summarize the actions a developer must take to implement RESTful services using our XML REST Framework, 1. For each resource, a Java class is created with a method for each supported operation (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE, etc.). The class and the methods are annotated with URI templates that designate the names of the resources and the HTTP verbs. The class, a Java bean, will also have a property corresponding to each method which encapsulates the XProc pipeline bound to that resource operation, as well as any pipeline parameters that were bound at design time.
The code for each method is limited to binding runtime XProc pipeline parameters, executing the pipeline and returning the result. No additional Java implementation is necessary. 2. Construct, or reusing existing XProc pipelines for the resource operations. The framework includes base pipelines for the common resource operations of POST (create), GET, DELETE, PUT and PATCH. This pipeline is the core service implementation and consists of a series of XMLcentric steps such as XQueries and XSLT transformations. 3. Construct the XQueries that will interface with the XML database. These queries will typically be the point of mediation between the logical and physical model and may read or write data to the database. 4. The XProc pipelines for most resource operations will follow the XQuery execution with the application of an XSLT stylesheet which will insert hyperlinks into the resource representation and may transform it into a specialized XML form such as Atom. Generally the developer must simply declare the the points where hyperlinks are to be inserted and must define expressions that generate the values of the href attribute of the link. 5. To put all of the pieces together, the application developer will declare the Java beans in a Spring configuration file, binding XProc pipelines and design time pipeline parameters. Typically the URIs for the pipeline, XQueries and XSLTs will be set.
Developers from several organizations within EMC have been very successful following these basic steps and using a sample application as a guideline.
CONCLUSIONS
Our experience suggests the XML technology stack, with XML Databases, XQuery/XPath, XSLT and XProc, is particularly well suited to building RESTful services and data centric applications where the resource representations are primarily XML.
Consistent with the arguments made by proponents of the XRXstyle of services development, XML is often the format for resource representations. Couple that with the suitability of XML databases as the storage mechanism for hierarchical, variable and, in some cases, schema-less application data models, and we have XML at both ends. XML databases have reached a level of maturity that make them usable in real-world, production applications.
XML pipelining with XProc is a good fit for the issues that arise when designing RESTful services that have a resource model that exposes entities at multiple levels of granularity. Implementations for composite resources are constructed in a fashion that reflects their composition, making them easier to construct, test (unit testing parts) and maintain, and the XProc engine automatically handles necessary transaction semantics. Further, a hope for the future is that with the appropriate tooling XProc will enable nonprogrammers to produce RESTful services; XProc is a young standard and the tooling available must evolve to be appropriate for use by non-programmers.
XSLT is well suited to addressing two elements of the REST architectural style, media types and HATEOAS. Providing support for a new media type in a service requires little more than producing a new stylesheet. And because XSLT is designed to identify XML elements (the points of hyperlink insertion), and has rules for building responses (the values of the hyperlinks), it is ideally suited to the task of including hyperlinks in responses.
We have tested these assertions with the development and utilization of a framework that allows the programmer to construct each of the XML artifacts required, XProc pipelines, XQueries and XSLTs, and bind them together through Spring configuration. RESTful services frameworks already in widespread use, such as Spring MVC, CXF and Jersey, are leveraged and we have proven out that the binding of those frameworks to the XML technology stack nets a system that supports a simple and intuitive developer model.
We have used the XML REST Framework on several projects internally at EMC and we have found that it has allowed developers, even those who are new to RESTful services, to become productive very quickly. In one project in particular, where the RESTful services implement a metadata catalog for a variety of content resources, a single developer with only a few days available planned to implement only GET operations, however was able to complete the implementation for GET, PUT, DELETE and POST (resource creation). Having an essentially schema-less database allowed reuse of the pipelines, sample XQueries and XSLTs provided with the framework, drastically reducing the development time.
Traditional development approaches require that significant effort be put into building detailed and rigid data models before any services can be built around them. The NoSQL [16] style we have followed here defers that process, perhaps indefinitely, and treats the information model as largely independent from the processing model. While the initial effect appears positive, we recognize that developer productivity at the beginning of a project is clearly not the only means for assessing the value of this approach, and our research in this area continues.
Perhaps one of the most significant results of working with our framework is that developers begin addressing HATEOAS from the earliest implementations of their services. We believe that this is due to the fact that the framework makes this a primary concern and includes a mechanism that makes it easy to insert hyperlinks into resource representations. We feel that any RESTful services framework that does not provide such provisions allows the developer to neglect this important concern.
We concede that the some of the judgments expressed herein are subjective and our work could clearly benefit through a more formal measurement of the effectiveness of the approach. Our goals at this stage are primarily to broaden the conversation outside of EMC and to that end, the framework and a sample application are available on the EMC Developer Network [17] .
In addition to work that focuses on schema-less application and database models, our research also continues with work on Atom and AtomPub [4] specific pipelines and the use of finite state machines to allow for application state modeling.
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